
Wasabi Power Extended Battery for 
GoPro HERO3, HERO3+ (with Dual 
Charger and Backdoors)

Product Description The following prolonged battery pack attaches towards 
returning of the GoPro to extend battery lifespan. It truly is great for long-duration 
photograph times, drenched conditions, or maybe any kind of application the spot 
where you will need expanded the battery. You are able to cost it inside of the 
GoPro dslr camera as well as by using the provided Wasabi Power LCH-DC-
AHBBP301 Double Battery charger. Electric battery Perform Occasion 
(2780mAh)1 .: Your five a long time having 1080p 30fps (Wifi along with Protune 
out of) A few.5 various hrs with 1080p 60fps (Wifi enabled and also Protune off) 
Battery power compatible with: GoPro Hero3+ (Gold, Dark) GoPro Hero3 (White, 
Silver precious metal, Black) Observe: This battery will not be Best with the 
GoPro HERO4 or even HERO2. Incorporates: Wasabi Energy Expanded Battery 
power (BTR-ABPAK304-JWP) Wasabi Power Combined Replenisher (LCH-DC-
AHBBP301) Lengthy Normal Entry to get HERO3 as well as Jump property (as 
well as 60m) Expanded Normal Backdoor intended for HERO3+ real estate (water-
proof 40m) Expanded Bones Backdoor regarding HERO3 property (not water-
proof) Extended Skeletal frame Backdoor for HERO3+housing (never water 
resistant) Battery power can be convicted of: Wasabi Strength Double 12v charger 
(LCH-DC-AHBBP301) GoPro Twin Re-loader (AHBBP-301) GoPro Hero3+ and 
also Hero3 Digital camera *Note: The aforementioned instances are based on 
steady creating. Various situations helps to reduce the battery including cold 
temperature, making it possible for Wi-fi, stopping/starting recording, or maybe 
driving camera on/off repeatedly.

Product Specifics Dimension: Long Power supply and also Double Battery charger 
Product: Wasabi Electric power Style: BCH-ABPAK304-DC-AHBBP301-01 
Published on: 2014-10-31 Battery form: Lithium Ion Features Get as much as Five 
several hours with battery with all your GoPro Hero3 and also Hero3+ making use 
of 1080p 30fps and as much as Three.A few time together with 1080p 60fps 



Flawlessly hooks up to the rear of the GoPro Hero3 or Hero3+ to supply battery 
lifespan Advanced Japanese people tissue longer life cycle of battery without any 
storage impact Battery pack absolutely rates in 5 hours while using the Wasabi 
Strength Double Charger, GoPro Dual Wall charger, or even by your digital 
camera Involves 2780mAh long battery along with two battery charger in addition 
to backdoors with regard to HERO3 plus HERO3+ housing; Most objects will 
include a 3-year producer warranty 

Check out Movie The following: http://www..com/review/R12PW1LE444CGU 
During this video clip I actually clarify why at the moment (June, 2014) I actually 
take into account the Wasabi Electrical power Extended Battery power, the final 
power supply regarding GoPro video cameras. We've carried out a good bit of 
screening and also picked up a few spectacular results with the battery instances in 
several taking pictures modes. Look at and you should notice spinning program so 
well. Good job Wasabi! 

I personally manage a expert training video production corporation and the GoPro 
3 or more is the supreme love/hate connection.GoPro is performing a fair career 
regarding handling some of their firmware difficulties, but the battery life has 
become the one main downer.I aquired their own power bacpac which will really 
did not put significantly juices towards currently inadequate life of the 
battery.Then the bacpac just simply chosen to begin living.Then I have a crate for 
that gopro having an outside Sony power which should theoretically allow it to go 
work for hours on end.Only after a couple of a long time, a GoPro may get too hot 
plus de-activate. My spouse and i very own loads of different Wasabi energy and 
they virtually all work efficiently.This particular the first is remarkably good plus 
helps make the GoPro truly functional.I am working that in time mistake way of 
Four hours today this is nevertheless planning.Currently 4x greater than the 
internal power and at very least, doubly good since the power supply bacpac. 

Battery pack would seem All right however the doors do not healthy our Leading 
man 3 or more...a tad too smaller. Assum the doorway is made for a Good guy 
3+?Discouraging...At this moment I must spend more money mony for you to 
however a front door that can suit. ********************************* 
********************************* Originally resulted in a assessment that 
talked about that the entry to suit this Hero Several hasn't been included.Terry 
from Azure Corner leaped within the answer right away making it very good to the 



entry.A few deliveries decided unfinished, unsurprisingly through the producer and 
in addition they were not captured at some point to alter most cargo shipments.In 
order to receive the appropriate doorway simply call Terry on 1-877-268-1235 ext 
304 and then he will handle an individual. Battery power includes a great existence 
and now I am able to use it on the kayak journeys! Owing to Wasabi as well as 
Violet Space! Notice almost all 129 customer testimonials...

More Information (Wasabi Power Extended Battery for GoPro HERO3, 
HERO3+ (with Dual Charger and Backdoors))

Wasabi Power Extended Battery for GoPro HERO3, HERO3+ (with Dual Charger 
and Backdoors) will turn out to be valuable. And wish Now i'm a section of 
permitting you get yourself a superior solution.Nonetheless, I hope that ratings 
regarding it Wasabi Power Extended Battery for GoPro HERO3, HERO3+ 
(with Dual Charger and Backdoors)  shape The amazon online marketplace.com
will end up being helpful. And wish I am just an area of assisting you to get 
yourself a outstanding merchandise. You should have a review and expertise 
develop right here. I am praying you will buying and ensure Wasabi Power 
Extended Battery for GoPro HERO3, HERO3+ (with Dual Charger and Backdoors)
right after check this out finest product reviews. You may obtain a encounter and 
review develop listed here. I am wanting you will ensure Evaluation Wasabi 
Power Extended Battery for GoPro HERO3, HERO3+ (with Dual Charger 
and Backdoors). immediately after look at this very best evaluations You can be 
amazed to observe how hassle-free this supplement might be, and you can feel 
happy admit that it Wasabi Power Extended Battery for GoPro HERO3, HERO3+ 
(with Dual Charger and Backdoors) is probably the biggest selling product in at 
the moment. 
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Wasabi Power Extended Battery for GoPro HERO3, HERO3+ (with Dual Charger and Backdoors) Review 

Should be aware of Before Buying Wasabi Power Extended Battery for GoPro HERO3, HERO3+ (with Dual Charger and Backdoors) On the web: All this Has with suppliers for people so that you can teach yourself on a favorite 

over the internet customers worldwide. Click this link for where very always keep outlets. Have got responses by way of people with acquired this name Store need to incorporate credibility Have purchased aspect item. Determine some time of shipment. Additionally that you Places. Along with the cost of shipping and shipping and shipping and delivery. Strategy to buy items safely and securely. for example Credit standing ratings cards. Have got vote rating and buyer reviews. Have got cost and evaluate value of suppliers.Read More.......
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